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                       PRESIDENT’S LETTER

     Well, another PNSE is behind us and October is finally turning the leaves shades of red and 

yellow.  It’s great that the Phillies are still playing baseball in the playoffs.  Norm may not think so,

as it gets in the way of me completing my President’s Letter, and I drag the Historian out to the 

deadline.  Good thing Norm is a Phillies fan also; he gives me some slack, but the excuse is 

running thin.  We Phillies fans haven’t enjoyed this fall baseball for a while, but then neither have 

the Pirates fans.  

     PNSE was a great show as always.  Lots of good exhibits, the bourse always hurts my 

checkbook, and the chance to see lots of members that I don’t see for almost a year.  This year with

the hurricane remnants arriving Saturday, our meeting attendance was light, but we still 

accomplished the business of the Society.  Please read the minutes of the meeting in this issue of 

the Historian.  There were a couple of items that I want to reiterate in this letter and ask for the 

members help.

     First, next year, the APS show will be in Pittsburgh.  It was suggested, subject to the approval of

the Directors, that we hold our meetings at the APS show.  I think it is a great idea.  The last time 

the show was in Pittsburgh, I attended every day and it was well worth the time.  If we do this, I 

would like us to man a table every day, to support the show with not only a meeting, but with a 

presentation by a member or members of the society on PA postal history, in addition to exhibiting.

I am asking for volunteers now, but will resort to arm twisting if I don’t get a response.

     Secondly, it was suggested that we put together a one frame exhibit on PA postal history to be 

shown at the APS headquarters in Bellefont, PA.  This would not be of the original material, but 

would use color photocopies of the material.  It would then be available as a rotating exhibit for the

APS to use.  I agreed to coordinate the effort.  Again I am looking for members to volunteer

                                                                (Continued on page 17)
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          For input, questions, or comments contact our webmaster 

                                           Steve Roth at:

                            PPHS 2009 Meeting

   As indicated in the PRESIDENT’S LETTER above, consideration is

      being given to holding one meeting of our Society next August at

                                APS Stampshow 2008 in Pittsburgh.

                   Details should be available by our February Issue.
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                                              EDITOR’S COMMENTS

     With the exception of Charlie Fricke’s article which deals with two post cards, every 

other article in this issue is based on a single cover.  Now that you see how it is done in 

various ways, how about some input from the other 119 members of our Society to bolster 

my current meager backlog.  My sincere thanks to Rick Leiby, Mark Schwartz,

Bob McKain, Charlie Fricke, Bill Schultz and Anita Sprankle for contributing to this 

issue.

     Next year in Pittsburgh?  A single meeting of our Society next August at Stampshow 

2009 in Pittsburgh is under consideration by our President and Board of Directors.  This is 

an exciting possibility and I hope it comes to fruition.  If you like the idea, let Rick know.

     As our President indicated, although the turnout at PNSE 2008 was relatively low, the 

show was a success.  We signed one new member and reinstated another.  Our five PA 

exhibits garnered 3 golds and 2 vermeils (see page 5).  Although the national and world 

economies are in turmoil, we remain very solvent as you can see from our Treasurer’s 

Report on page 6.

     I complete these comments the day after the Phillies defeated the Dodgers for the 

National League Pennant and are headed to the World Series.  As you might imagine,

                                                             (Continued on page 23) 

                                             MEMBERSHIP SUMMARY

              Total Membership as of  7/15/08  -------------------------------------------------------------  122

                           New Members  -----------------------------------------------------------  +2

                                         # 579  W. D. “Bill” Snyder  (Dallastown, PA)  

                                                                  (Postal History Dealer)

                                         # 580  Thomas L. Brady  (Bensalen, PA)

                                                            (PA Postal history, Philadelphia, Classic Stamps)

                           Reinstated  ----------------------------------------------------------------- +1

                                         # 229  Francis E. W. Ogle  (Medford, NJ)

                                                             (Lehigh Valley Stampless, Civil War, Fiscals, Charities)

                                                   

              Total Membership as of  10/15/08  ------------------------------------------------------------  125 

                                                                         (includes 4 life members)

                                            ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••                         



    

                MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL PPHS MEMBERSHIP MEETING

           PNSE 2008, Valley Forge Convention Center, King of Prussia, PA, Sept. 6, 2008

        Attendees:  George Ashman, Carl Barna (guest), Suzanne Haney, Rick Leiby, Norm Shachat, Don Smith, 

                             Gus Spector, Dan Telep, Steve Washburne, and Joe Wilford.

  

     President Rick Leiby called the meeting to order at 2 PM.  The minutes of our previous annual meeting 

were approved as published in the Nov. 2007 Historian.  Since our Treasurer, Dick Colberg, was absent, his 

report was summarized by the Secretary and the detailed report is shown in this issue on page 6.  It was also 

reported that from 7/15/07 to 7/15/08, our membership decreased from 128 to 122 because six members 

were dropped for non-payment of dues.  

  

     The membership unanimously reelected Rick Leiby, Dick Colberg and Dan Telep to serve as Directors 

(Class of 2011).  The Board of directors then reelected Rick Leiby as President, Dick Colberg as Treasurer 

and Norm Shachat as Secretary.

     Editor, Norm Shachat indicated that articles continue to be submitted and that he has enough for the Nov. 

Issue and a good start on the Feb. Issue.  He thanked all of those who contribute to the Historian and urged 

continued support.

     Rick thanked Don Smith for his years of service to the Society as Publicity Chairman.  There has been no 

response to Rick’s request for someone to assume that responsibility.  Norm indicated that we probably 

added more members as a result of publicity in the trade journals than any other way.  Each press release 

normally resulted in two or three requests for membership information.

     Norm thanked those who exhibited PA material in the show and congratulated them on their awards (see 

next page).

     Dan Telep indicated that the home school association in his area is interested in extra curricular material.  

Rick agreed to send his extra copies of the Historian to him, and Norm indicated if more copies are needed, 

Dan should contact him.  It was also suggested that Dan contact the APS regarding the PA on Stamps book.  

A large number of copies are believed to be available for such purposes.

     Suzanne Haney again mentioned the Union League celebration of the 150th Anniv. of the Civil War 

starting in 2011 and the desire for a postal exhibit.  She also indicated that the National Library of Wales has 

supported an on-line Ohio Project and she is submitting a proposal for a corresponding PA Project.

     Rick agreed to coordinate work on a one-frame exhibit concerning Pennsylvania postal history for display

at the APS headquarters in Bellefonte.

     Norm indicated that he has been contacted by Nancy Clarke regarding a potential state exhibiting 

competition at the Boxboro Show in May.  Since MA participated in our competition last year at PNSE, we 

have an obligation to try to participate in their show.  Norm indicated that he would coordinate the effort, if 

Boxboro agrees to have the competition.

     Don Smith pointed out that the next APS Stamshow will be held next August in Pittsburgh and suggested 

that participation by our Society could be advantageous.  A discussion ensued regarding our mid-year and 

annual meetings with Norm suggesting that we might consider one meeting next year at Stampshow in place 

of our two meetings.  Rick indicated that we need to check our bylaws regarding meetings.  (Editor’s note:  

Our bylaws stipulate a spring meeting and a fall membership meeting, but does not indicate venue.).  Rick 

indicated that he would contact the Board of Directors to determine the consensus regarding meeting(s) next 

year.

                                                                   (Continued on next page)
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    The meeting was adjourned at 3:10 PM

                                                     Respectfully submitted, 

                                                            Norm Shachat, Secretary 

                         Awards to Pennsylvania Exhibits at PNSE 2008

            Gold:        Bill DiPaolo          “The Gentleman from Pennsylvania”    

                                                                     Also: PPHS Harry Yeager Award

                                                                               American Philatelic Congress Write-up Award

                                                                               U. S. Philatelic Classics Soc. Award

                                                                               AAPE Creativity Award

                              James Boyles         “Postmarks of Lancaster, Pa., 1785-1899”

                                                                      Also:  PPHS Joseph Von Hake Award

                              Norman Shachat    “Philadelphia - British Mail, 1785-1900”

                                                                      Also:  U. S. Cancellation Club Root Award

            Vermeil:   Dan Telep        “Pittsburgh 1758-1890: The Industrial Gateway to the West”

                                                                               Also: Most Popular Exhibit Award

                              Steve Washburne    “Mail Between Southeastern Pennsylvania and Portugal” 

                                                                                         (one-frame exhibit)            

    Show medal awards to PPHS members not exhibiting PA material:

                    Bill Schultz, Court of Honor Gold Award for “Toll Gates & Houses”.  Bill was a       

                                 judge and could not compete competitively.  In addition, he was honored at

                                 the banquet with the PNSE Local Merit Award.

                    Steve Washburne, Golds for “Portugal Classics: Stamps Issued 1853-1884”  and

                                                                               “Postal Cards of the Portuguese Empire” 

                    William Drummond, Silver for ”FAM 18: Transatlantic Ocean Ops of Pan American”

                                            
                                                                                                                                                                     
                                         ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••            
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PENNSYLVANIA POSTAL HISTORY SOCIETY

Annual Treasurer’s Report –September 1, 2008 

A. Checking Account 

Opening balance, September 1, 2007 $ 1334.59
Credits:

Dues $  2742.00
General Fund Donations $    187.10
Historian advertising $    190.00
PNSE prize $    100.00
Sale of covers $      24.00
Sale of books $      10.00
Total credits           $  3253.10

Debits:
Historian printing $  3071.09
Stamp organization costs (medals, dues, etc.) $    550.33
Printing $    195.04
Postage $      42.88
Total debits $  3859.34

Checking account balance as of September 1, 2008 $  728.35 (1)

B. General Fund CD (Matures Sept. 29, 2009)

Balance, Sept., 2008 (2.75% APY) $ 3455.00 (plus   
                                                                                                                         interest)

C.  Publication Fund 

Balance as of September 1, 2007 $1800.00
Credits:

Donations $  240.50
Balance, September 1, 2008 $ 2040.50 

Total Society balance as of September 1, 2008 $ 6223.85 (plus 
                                                                                                                              CD interest)

Note: (1)  The actual checking account balance is $2768.85 because it includes the 
Publication Fund. ($728.35 + $2040.50 = $2768.85). 

                                      Respectfully submitted,

                                                  Richard A. Colberg,   Treasurer
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                                     Member E-Mail Addresses

Edwin J. Andrews     afacinc@yahoo.com    (Scott # 65 Pa. Usages)

George Ashman        gashman@ptd.net   (Carbon Co.)     

John Barwis              jbarwis@charter.net     (Phila. Exhange Office Mails)

Chip Blumberg         thefoldedletter@earthlink.net   (Montgomery Co., Dealer)

Glenn Blauch            glenlor@dejazzd.com    (Lebanon Co.)

Jim Boyles                jboyles@dejazzd.com     (Lancaster City and County)

Mike Burke               burkem@msx.upmc.edu   (Braddock, Greencastle, Rankin, Swissvale)

Tom Clarke               ocl-tom@ix.netcom.com   (Philadelphia Postal History)

Richard Colberg        apraiseart@aol.com  (Litiz)

Joe Crosby                 joecrosby@cox.net   (Pa. Fancy Cancels)

Gerald Cross              gcross@epix.net  (Wilkes-Barre)

Roger Curran             rcurran@dejazzd.com  (Lewisburg to 1900, Fancy Cancels) 

George Danyliw        danburlak@hotmail.com  (Phila. and Schuylkill Co.)

William Dixon           wjdixon@stamps.org  (Wyoming County, Fakes and Forgeries)

Barry Elkins               elkinj@comcast.net    (Philadelphia Co.)

Neal Erkes                 nerkes@comcast.net  (Philadelphia

Helen Galatan-Stone  hfstone@rcn.com  (Phila. Buildings prior to 1900)

Ken Hall                    kenhall@oldletters.com  (Pa. Manuscript Postmarks)

Gerald Hof                 alfredson2@msn.com    (Philadelphia, Hagerstown, Md.)

Van Koppersmith      cleave3@aol.com  (Phila. Maritime Markings)

Rick Leiby                 rleiby@aol.com  (Pa. Stampless)

Tom Mazza                tommazza@interport.net  (Erie, Western Pa.)

Bob McKain              57-vette@comcast.net  (Pittsburgh, Pa. Machines)

Phil Marks                 pjmsports@comcast.net  (Bucks Co., Southern NJ, Eastern Shore)

Harvey Mirsky           harveymirsky@aol.com  (U. S. 1847 Issue)

Gordon Morison        morisong@comcast.net    (Bradford County)

Vern Morris               vmorris48@earthlink.net  (Philadelphia, Locals)

Clay Olson                shawmut@comcast.net  (Tioga County)

Al Parsons                 alatholleyrd@aol.com  (Chemung, Steuben, Schuyler Counties, NY)

Steven Roth               stevenroth@comcast.net   (Domestic Maritime, Prexies)

Robert G. Rufe          rrufe1@aol.com        (Bucks County)

Bill Schultz                bill@patriciaschultz.com  (West Chester,West Whiteland & West Town)

Norm Shachat            nshachat@msn.com     (Phila. and Bucks Co.)

Dave Silcox               silx404@aol.com   (Schuylkill and Berks Co.)

Don W. Smith           donsmith65@msn.com   (Johnstown, Cambria County)

Gus Spector               gspec56@aol.com   (Phila., Buildings, Civil War )

Anita Sprankle           atsprankle@aol.com   (North Central DPO’s, Sewing Machines)

Gordon Trotter           trotters2@verizon.net      (Nathan Trotter & Co. Correspondence)

Dan Telep                  dtelep@crossroadsdgltd.com   (Pittsburgh, Sewickley, Western Pa.)

Herb Tindall              walrus14@comcast.net    (Lancaster County Postal History)

Joe Volutza                jsyphil@comcast.net    (Berks county, Dealer)

Steve Washburne       stephen.washburne@verizon.net  (Philadelphia, Monmouth Co., N. J.)     

Cliff Woodward         vagabond3@comcast.net    (Western Pa., Oil Towns) 

Ronald J. Yeager       cry@atlanticbb.net    (Elk, Cameron and McKean Counties)

                             PLEASE LET ME KNOW IF YOU WOULD LIKE YOUR

                                               E-MAIL ADDRESS LISTED HERE.  

                                 INDICATE YOUR PA COLLECTING INTEREST.   
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                        An Officer with the 39th USCT

                                                    By Rick Leiby (# 379) 

Introduction:

      I was interested in the cover shown in Figure 1 since it was a nice example of the 

FORWARDED marking used at Pittsburgh during the Civil War on an apparent soldier’s letter.  The

cover originated at Old Point Comfort, VA and since it lacked postage and a soldier’s letter 

endorsement, it was sent at the penalty rate of 6 cents due.  For some unknown reason the rate was 

also applied to the forwarding, probably confusion between the penalty rate and the double rate. 

Additional interest was raised by the description as a letter from a soldier in the 39th United States 

Colored Troops from the signature line.  This would be unusual, as letters from USCT regiments are

uncommon and ones from African American soldiers during the Civil War are rare.  I was fortunate 

to obtain the cover and after some research, was able to identify the writer.  The contents of the 

letter are quite interesting as they describe a number of opinions and perceptions about the Army of 

the Potomac and the conduct of the Civil War in general from the standpoint of a Pennsylvania 

soldier who served both in the ranks and as an officer. 

Figure  1.     Cover originated at  Old Point Comfort,  VA mailed to  Pittsburgh,  PA

forwarded from Pittsburgh to Hartford CT.  Pittsburgh DC cds, killer, Forwarded and

Due / 6 in circle markings applied for the forwarding. 

     A transcript of the letter follows.  The letter was written in ink on both sides of three letter pages. 

While the writing is easily read, the writer used initials both for the recipient and as his signature, 

leaving his identity to speculation.  However, from the contents, spelling and writing style, it is 

evident that the writer was educated, and from the references to individuals, was writing to a long 

time friend from home.  With the unusual middle initial of Z, the potential to identify the writer was

enhanced.  A guess was made that the author was a commissioned officer, and the pieces came
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together to identify the writer as Joseph Z. Culver, a Pittsburgh native who enlisted as a private on 

9/8/1862 in the 39th PA Volunteers (the 10th Pennsylvania Reserves) and who was subsequently 

commission a 2nd Lieutenant in Co. C of the 39th USCT.

Transcript of the Letter:

                                                                                                                        Camp 39th USCT

                                                                                                                              Nov 28, 1864

Dear HAB,

     We have been transferred to the Army of the James since I recd your last letter, or it is probable 

with less to do I should have answered it sooner.  We have left the Army of the Potomac and leaving

it I cannot but reflect on its diminished greatness.  The Army of the Potomac was once “Le Grande 

Armee”.  It is so no more.  The 2nd, 5th, & 9th Corps are all that immense force that once was 

collected at Fredericksburg or Gettysburg.  Its commander receives orders now from an immediate 

superior, and the command is only part of the force operating against Petersburg & Richmond. The 

Army of the James is composed as you doubtlessly know of the 10th and 18th Corps.  This whole 

force now lies on the North side of the James River.  My Division holds the line between the 

Appomattox and the James, about five miles in length.  The troops we relieved were mostly 

yearlings (one year’s men) from PA and elsewhere.  They moved down to the left of the line and 

took the place of the 9th Corp. thus the Army of the Potomac is free from Colored troops, but I am 

afraid not much benefited by the change, for those new troops did not leave a very creditable 

reputation here.  In front of the very works where we now lie, the 209th Pa lost there (sic) Colonel & 

75 men captured on picket.  This morning they tried the same game with us, but ran against a 

decidedly unpleasant set of men in doing so.  We had a regular free fight for a while. The balls have 

been skipping through camp all day, - two men wounded building their tents.  I will have a ten foot 

high breastworks tomorrow in front of this establishment.  We are very near to the Johnnies here, 

can hear them play a fiddle and drum together at reveille and tattoo.  It is all quiet now being nine 

o’clock, not a shot has been fired for half an hour, but I think it will hardly remain so until morning. 

They will give us an early reveille. 

     I rode across to Dutch Gap this afternoon – about two miles from here. The view from this side 

of the river is very grand. There are many objects of interest you know in the neighborhood, 

Howletts battery & our monitors are playing ball, almost all the time.  From a lookout one can look 

down upon Richmond and almost all the rest of the world.  I think I will extend my researches to the

North side of the James ere long.  It is rumored that Butler intends to form the USCT’s into a Corps, 

the 10th & 11th have each a Division and they united with ours would be quite sufficient.  Sherman if 

successful will raise two or three more Corps, and if the war must go on, I look forward to the time 

when the chivalry will be obliged to fight with such soldiers alone.

     I am now far away from many whom I know in the Army of the Potomac.  I shall miss them very

much I am certain.  I am very much inclined to form acquaintances however, and I will soon 

“enlighten” myself on the Army of the James. You sent me as usual a very interesting supply of 

news. I edified Mrs. Carpenter by a “congratulatory order,” hoping that peace & prosperity and a 

numberless quantity of young Carpenters may be the result of her union.

     I think you give me credit for being better posted in regards to Miss Corine than is really the 

case. I am aware of your partiality for that young lady my dear friend a partiality that I grant is 

allowable, 
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and I have no doubt is reciprocated, but you must not infer that the rest of the world is favored so 

well as you by the “mayde so fair.”  You must be sure however to remind her of the undersigned as 

soon as she returns. 

      I feel very much like you do in regards to Charley Smith.  West Point has been too much for him

and I fear that modest, quiet disposition, which he had in youth, has been sadly marred by the 

pompous & elevated teachings of that place.  Heavens, what it is for a man to regard himself as a 

variety of the genus homo, imported into this world by a kind providence for the sake of doing some

great particular nothing!

But adyew  - ever of thee.

JZC

Ferraro’s Division  {  39th U. S. C. T.

                                         of the James Army

Figure 2   Pages from the Culver letter showing the writing style and the use of initials for the recipient 

in the salutation line.  Similar initials were used for the signature.  Due to the middle initial Z and the 

contents it was determined that the writer was Joseph Z. Culver, a Pittsburgh native and veteran from 

the 39th PA (10th Pennsylvania Reserves).
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Joseph Z. Culver’s Military Service with the 39th PA:

     The American Civil War Research Database (http://www.civilwardata.com/) is an online 

resource that provides information on over 4 ¼ million soldiers who served in the Civil War.  It 

requires a nominal membership or a visitor’s fee, but if researching civil war soldiers it is a 

tremendous resource. From that database, most of the following information was obtained:

     Joseph Z. Culver enlisted as a private in the 39th Pennsylvania Volunteers.  This unit which 

became known as the 10th Pennsylvania Reserves was formed from men from the western part of 

Pennsylvania. They “rendezvoused” or were organized into a regiment at Camp Wilkins, Pittsburgh.

They were transferred from Pittsburgh to Harrisburg where on July 21, 1861 they mustered into the 

service of the United States for a period of three years.   Joseph Z. Culver, however, did not enlist 

until September 8, 1862 at Pittsburgh.  He was mustered into company “D.”  By that time, the 10th 

reserves had seen action in the Peninsula campaign and Second Manassas, and were recruiting 

replacements for its losses.  The regiment had suffered significantly at Gaines’ Mill and Charles City

Crossroads, having lost 46 killed, 78 wounded, 12 captured and 3 missing.

     The 10th reserves saw action in the following campaigns and battles while Culver was in the 

ranks: 

1862 

South Mountain, Md., September 14

Antietam September 16-17

Duty in Maryland until October 30

Movement to Falmouth, Va., October 30-November 19

Battle of Fredericksburg December 12-15

1863

"Mud March" January 20-24, 1863

Ordered to Washington, D.C., February 6, and duty there and at Alexandria until 

June 25.

Ordered to Join Army of the Potomac in the field.

Battle of Gettysburg, Pa., July 1-3

Pursuit of Lee July 5-24

Bristoe Campaign October 9-22

Advance to line of the Rappahannock November 7-8

Rappahannock Station November 7

Mine Run Campaign November 26-December 2

     The Pennsylvania Reserves were excess regiments raised above Pennsylvania’s quota shortly 

after the beginning of the war at Lincoln’s first call for volunteers.  Instead of sending the men 

home, the state of PA kept them and initially funded their existence as troops to protect the State. 

Shortly, however, they were mustered into US service and became a part of the Army of the 

Potomac.  The regiments were organized together and served under some very famous Pennsylvania

generals including John Reynolds and George Mead prior to their promotions to Corps command. 

With this history, the Reserves were well known and had a strong reputation as a veteran fighting 

unit in the Army of the Potomac.  Since they had been organized in 1861, by 1864 the veteran’s 

terms of enlistment were expiring, and the regiment would be reorganized.  In May of 1864 the 

reenlisted veterans and recruits were transferred to the 190 & 191 PA volunteers. However, Joseph 

Culver had other plans rather than continuing as a private.
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The Formation, Organization, and Officering of the USCT:

     The inclusion of African Americans into the Union Army is a study in itself.  For anyone 

interested in reading further on this subject I would recommend the book, The Sable Arm Black 

Troops in the Union Army, 1861-1865 by Dudley Taylor Cornish published by the University Press 

of Kansas (1956).   From the beginnings of the War, African Americans attempted to join the Union 

Army and their service was refused.  After it became apparent to some early in 1862 that the war 

would not be over quickly, a few initial organizations were done by field commanders without the 

approval or support of the Government in Washington.  Units were organized in South Carolina, 

Louisiana, and Kansas.  These areas had particularly strong willed generals who were not opposed 

to “creating waves” for their superiors and the politicians.  In most cases, these units were forced to 

disband.  The Administration was very concerned that it did not provide a reason for secession for 

those Border States that remained in the Union.  While many in and outside the military urged the 

Government to accept African Americans as combat troops, the accepted solution was to employ 

these men in support roles as teamsters and laborers.  By August of 1862, the Government had a 

changed viewpoint.  They needed substantial manpower to sustain their efforts particularly in the 

South, and it was obvious where a large number of potential soldiers could be found. 

     Rather than allow units to be formed by commanders in the field, Edwin M. Stanton pursued a 

course of selecting who would raise these Colored regiments with an eye toward generals who 

would be cautious, methodical and would not raise the ire of the rest of the white Army.  Rufus 

Saxon and Lorenzo Thomas were the officers entrusted to raise African American regiments.  

Before the end of the war, there would be 165 regiments and 10 batteries were designated as a part 

of the USCT.  It is estimated that between 178 and 200,000 officers and enlisted men served in these

organizations, and almost half were recruited from states that had seceded. 

     The question of how to recruit officers for these new regiments created another problem.  The 

War Department looked unfavorably on the appointment of African Americans as officers although 

there were approximately 100 commissioned during the war.  What were created to select officers 

for these regiments were Divisional Boards.  Lorenzo Thomas described these as follows: “…the 

officers to be selected by a Board of Officers appointed by the Divisional Commander to determine 

on the fitness of the applicants, and to assign them to positions, without regard to present rank, merit

alone being the test.”  General Orders, No 144, prescribed rules to guide the Boards including 

requiring them to meet from nine to five daily six days a week, what the preliminary requirements 

the applicants needed to have completed, what skills the Board should examine, how to rank the 

candidates, and that all decisions by the Boards were final.  What was needed next was a “school” 

where potential candidates could learn the necessary skills to pass the Boards. 

     The solution was proposed by Major General Silas Casey, President of the Washington 

examining board. He proposed to the Philadelphia Supervisory Committee for Recruiting Colored 

Regiments that a few weeks of concentrated study could prepare candidates to pass the boards.  The 

Philadelphia committee accepted the challenge and on December 26, 1863 established its Free 

Military School for Applicants for the Command of Colored Troops at 1210 Chestnut Street.  This 

can be considered a forerunner of The Officers Candidate School system even though it was not a 

formal part of the Union Army.  The school received 1,691 applications in its first three months. 

Applications were received from both civilians and members of the Union Army.  Pennsylvanians 

dominated the applicants, but there were applicants from 17 other States and the District of 

Columbia along with applications from 12 foreign states and territories.  Another benefit of the 

Philadelphia location was the proximity to Camp William Penn. This was one of the largest camps 

in the Union for the formation of Colored troops. Here, the candidates could begin to practice the 
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skills taught in the class room with large bodies of Colored Troops.

     What was the incentive for seeking a commission in a regiment of Colored Troops?  It is 

estimated that 7,000 men served as officers in these regiments.  Outside of the obvious advantages in

social distinction, pay, food and quarters there was the realistic consideration of an increased chance

of survival.  One estimate places the odds at 16 to 1 in favor of an enlisted man being killed to an 

officer being killed in battle.  Another reason went beyond opportunity.  In the attrition of State 

regiments, there was not as great a need for officers as the ranks became reduced.  Thus there was 

not as much opportunity for advancement in the older regiments.  That advancement was still very 

much subject to State politics and the favor system.  In this system, merit lead to advancement, the 

skipping of ranks, and a way around the seniority system.  Company officers, however, lived with 

their men, and faced the same deprivations.  In battle, the officers of Colored Troops faced increased

likelihood that they would be denied the same rights as officers of white troops with regard to being 

taken prisoner.  These officers could also depend upon some amount of social stigma attached to 

them due to the troops they commanded.  In all, the advantages were offset by potential 

disadvantages, but not enough to prevent many from accepting the commissions.

     The 39th USCT was organized at Baltimore, Md., March 22-31, 1864.  Initially it was attached to 

1st Brigade, 4th Division, 9th Corps, Army of the Potomac, to September, 1864, then to the 1st 

Brigade, 3rd Division, 9th Corps, to December, 1864.  After that it was attached to the 2nd Brigade, 

1st Division, 25th Corps, to December, 1864 and the 2nd Brigade, 3rd Division, 25th Corps, 

January, 1865.  In the final year of the war it was attached to the 2nd Brigade, 3rd Division, Terry's 

Provisional Corps, Dept. of North Carolina, to March, 1865, and the 2nd Brigade, 3rd Division, 10th

Corps. Dept. of North Carolina, to August, 1865.  It finished its enlistment as part of the Dept. of 

North Carolina to December, 1865.  The regiment was mustered out December 4, 1865.  The 

regiment lost during service 38 Enlisted men killed and mortally wounded and 3 Officers and 239 

enlisted men by disease for a total of 280 men.

Joseph Z. Culver’s Military Service with the 39th USCT:

     Joseph Z. Culver was discharged from Company “D” of the PA 39th Infantry March 31, 1864 for 

promotion and Commissioned into Company “C” of the USCT 39th Infantry as a second lieutenant 

on March 31, 1864.  On September 13, 1864 he was promoted to the rank of first lieutenant in 

Company “K” of the 39th USCT.  He was promoted to Captain by brevet on March 13, 1865.  He 

was transferred from Company “K” to the Field and Staff of the regiment on May 12, 1865 as a first 

lieutenant and adjutant of the regiment. 

     During Culver’s service with this regiment, it participated in the following campaigns and 

battles:

    

                  1864

Campaign from the Rapidan to the James River, Va., May-June, 1864. 

Guard trains of the Army of the Potomac through the Wilderness and to Petersburg. 

Before Petersburg June 15-19. Siege of Petersburg and Richmond June 16-

December 7. 

Mine Explosion, Petersburg, July 30. 

Weldon Railroad August 18-21. 

Poplar Grove Church September 29-30 and October 1. 

Boydton Plank Road, Hatcher's Run, October 27-28. 

On the Bermuda Hundred front until December. 
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1865

2nd Expedition to Fort Fisher, N. C., January 7-15, 1865. 

Bombardment of Fort Fisher January 13-15. 

Assault and capture of Fort Fisher January 15. 

Sugar Loaf Hill January 19. Federal Point February 11. 

Fort Anderson February 18-20. 

Capture of Wilmington February 22. 

Northeast Ferry February 22. 

Campaign of the Carolinas March 1-April 26. 

Advance on Kinston and Goldsboro March 6-21. 

Cox's Bridge March 23-24. 

Advance on Raleigh April 9-14. 

Occupation of Raleigh April 14. 

Bennett's House April 26. 

Surrender of Johnston and his army. 

Duty at various points in the Dept. of North Carolina until December. 

     Considering this system of organization of this regiment what could be learned of the past service

of the officers who commanded this regiment and the company in which Culver served?  The 

Regiment was commanded by Colonel Ozora P. Stearns, whose prior service was as a first 

lieutenant in the 9th Minnesota.  This unit served in the West early on in Indian service and later in 

the Mississippi Valley.  Charles J. Wright was commissioned Lt. Col. directly from civilian life.  

The regiment’s Major was Quincy McNeil whose prior service included a Captaincy in the 13th 

Illinois Infantry and service as the Lt. Col of the 2nd Illinois Cavalry.  Interestingly, he was dismissed

form the service while serving with the 39th USCT.

     Company “C”, the original company Culver was assigned to, was lead by Captain Edward Miner 

Fuller who was originally a private and corporal in the 34th Massachusetts Infantry.  He was 

wounded in the head at the Battle of the Crater at Petersburg.  The first lieutenant was William F. 

Will who previously served as a sergeant and the first sergeant in the 122 NY infantry.  Culver was 

transferred to Company “K” and his replacement Daniel F. Coburn was originally a private with the 

109th NY Infantry.  He was killed in the fighting at Fort Fisher in North Carolina.  The Captain of 

Company “K” was David M. Gilman formerly a private in the 11th New Hampshire and who had 

been wounded at Fredericksburg. Culver replaced Thompson Barrick as first lieutenant, Barrick 

being promoted to Captain of Company “H”.  He had previously been a private in the 44th NY 

Infantry and was wounded at Gettysburg.  Thus with few exceptions the officers of the regiment 

came from experienced company officers and enlisted men. 

Comments on Various Aspects of Culver’s Letter:

     The letter Culver writes contains a number of interesting observations and comments to a student 

of the Civil War.  His observations of the changes to the Army of the Potomac are an indication of 

the feelings of the veterans.  In July of 1863 the AOP was composed of seven Corps, the 1st, 2nd , 3rd, 

5th , 6th, 11th and 12th.  After the Battle of Gettysburg, the 1st, 3rd, and 11th Corps were virtually 

destroyed.  The subsequent battles till the stalemate before Petersburg and normal attrition further 

reduced the Army.  Those who knew it in 1862 would have a difficult time recognizing it by 1864. 

Originally the focal point of the war in the East, now the AOP operated in conjunction with two 

other armies in an attempt to strangle the Confederacy in Virginia.  In the past, its commander had 

reported to headquarters in Washington, but now with the promotion of Grant, headquarters traveled

with the AOP.  Mead did not have the freedom previous commanders had had, as noted in Culver’s 
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letter. 

     Culver’s observations regarding the newer regiments that have entered the service are equally 

interesting.  In the later stages of the war, regiments were organized for shorter periods than some of

the earlier regiments, notably for 1 year as opposed to 3 years.  Culver’s reference to them as 

yearlings has almost a derogatory connotation.  His reference to the incident of the 209th PA is 

documented in their regimental history.  “In a sudden assault of the enemy on the picket lines, Nov. 

17, Col. Kaufman, Capt. Lee, Lieut. Hendricks and 19 men were captured, 1 man was killed and 2 

wounded.”  Not a very flattering incident to be reminded about.

     Culver’s desire to see a Corp of USCT regiments was realized in December of 1864 when the 

25th Corp was organized.  The 39th was a part of this Corp and was involved in the Battle for Fort 

Fisher which was the most significant action for the Corp.  His comment of the AOP now not having

any USCT is correct and has often been a subject of speculation regarding whether Grant had a 

prejudice against African American troops.  Some believe that the Battle of the Crater was the 

reason for the lack of confidence in USCT in the Army of the Potomac. 

     Interestingly, Culver does not comment on that battle in which he and his company had 

participated.  The 39th was in the worst part of it, and Sergeant Decatur Dorsey of Company “B” 

received the Congressional Medal of Honor for rallying his regiment to advance in the battle, 

planting the colors in advance of his regiment on the confederate works, and saving the colors. 

Medal of Honor Citation for Sergeant Decatur Dorsey:

     The Battle of the Crater has a number of Pennsylvania connections.  The following is the 

synopsis of the battle from The Union Army Volume 6:

“In Potter's division of the 9th corps was the 48th Pa., a Regiment made up chiefly of miners from 

Schuylkill County and commanded by Lieut.-Col. Henry Pleasants, who was a practical mining engineer.  

After the assault of the 18th the men of this regiment began discussing the feasibility of running a mine under 

the enemy's works, and the plan was finally proposed by Pleasants to Burnside, who gave the project his 

unqualified approval and gained Meade's consent to it.  The portion of the works to be mined was known as 

Elliott’s salient, being occupied by Elliott's brigade of Bushrod Johnson's division and was near the center of 

the line on the east side of the city.  With no tools but the pick and shovel the Pennsylvanians excavated a  

     After weeks of preparation, on July 30, 1864, the Union soldiers 

exploded a mine in Burnside's IX Corps sector beneath Pegram's Salient, 

blowing a gap in the Confederate defenses of Petersburg in preparations for 

the fierce fighting later called the "Battle of the Crater".  Unit after unit 

charged into and around the crater, where soldiers milled in confusion.  The 

rebels quickly recovered and launched several counterattacks.  The break 

was sealed off, and the Union Army repulsed with more than 7,000 men 

killed, wounded, or missing.  Twenty three soldiers were awarded Medals 

of Honor for their valor in this deadly battle, including Sergeant Decatur 

Dorsey.  A color bearer, Sergeant Dorsey planted his flag on the 

Confederate works in advance of his regiment, and when the regiment was 

driven back to the Union works, he carried the colors there and bravely 

rallied the men. In all, a total of 64 Medals of Honor were earned in action 

at Petersburg, Virginia, in the period from March 25 to April 3, 1865. 

Wikipedia article "Decatur Dorsey"
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main gallery 522 feet in length with lateral galleries 37 and 38 feet long running under and nearly 

parallel to the enemy's works, the earth taken from the tunnel being carried out in cracker boxes.   

The work was commenced on June 25, and on July 27 the mine was charged with 8,000 pounds of 

powder which was placed in eight magazines of 1,000 pounds each.   On the 26th Burnside reported 

his plan for an assault to follow immediately upon the explosion of the mine.   This plan 

contemplated the placing of Ferrero's division in the advance, because his other divisions had been 

under a heavy fire, day and night, for more than a month, while the colored troops had been held as a 

reserve.   This selection was not approved by Meade and Grant, partly for the reason that it might be 

charged they were willing to sacrifice the negro soldiers by pushing them forward and partly because 

Ferrero's division had never been in close contact with the enemy and it was not known how they 

would conduct themselves in such an emergency, though the men had been drilling for several weeks 

for the work, and were not only willing but anxious for the undertaking.   A division was then 

selected by lot, and it fell to Gen. Ledlie to lead the assault.   This was Burnside's weakest division 

and was commanded by a man whom Gen. Humphreys, Meade's chief of staff, characterizes as "an 

officer whose total unfitness for such a duty ought to have been known to Gen. Burnside, though it is 

not possible that it could have been.   It was not known to Gen. Meade."

          On the 29th an order was issued from headquarters providing that "At half past three in the 

morning of the 30th, Maj.-Gen. Burnside will spring his mine, and his assaulting columns will 

immediately move rapidly upon the breach, seize the crest in the rear and effect a lodgment there.  He

will be followed by Maj.-Gen. Ord (now in command of the 18th corps), who will support him on the

right, directing his movement to the crest indicated, and by Maj.-Gen. Warren who will support him 

on the left.  Upon the explosion of the mine the artillery of all kinds in battery will open upon those 

points of the enemy's works whose fire covers the ground over which our columns must move, care 

being taken to avoid impeding the progress of our troops.   Special instructions respecting the 

direction of the fire will be issued through the Chief of Artillery."

          At the appointed time Ledlie's division was in position in two lines, Marshall's brigade in front 

and Bartlett's in the rear, ready to charge into the breach the moment the mine was sprung.   Four 

o'clock came and still no explosion.  Officers and men who had been in a state of feverish expectancy

since shortly after midnight, began to grow restless.   An officer was sent to Burnside to inquire the 

cause of the delay, and it was learned that the fuse had died out Lieut. Jacob Douty and Sergt. Henry 

Rees volunteered to enter the gallery and reignite the fuse.  Their efforts were crowned with success 

though they had barely emerged from the mouth of the mine at 4:45 when the explosion took place.  

A solid mass of earth, mingled with timbers, dismantled cannon and human beings, rose 200 feet in 

the air, and where Elliott's salient had stood was a ragged crater 170 feet long, 60 wide and 30 feet 

deep, filled with dust and debris.  Immediately the Federal artillery-about 160 guns and mortars-

opened fire and as soon as the dust had cleared away Marshall's line advanced closely followed by 

Bartlett's, but the men could not resist the temptation to crowd forward to look into the hole, and the 

two brigades became hopelessly mixed.   When the explosion occurred the Confederates hurried 

away from the intrenchments for 200 or 300 yards on either side of the mine, but the confusion of 

Ledlie's men and the delay in restoring something like order gave the enemy time to recover from his 

bewilderment, so that when the Union troops attempted to cross the crater they were met by a fire of 

musketry, straggling at first but increasing in effectiveness until at the end of half an hour the two 

brigades were huddled in a confused mass in the hole, unable to advance or withdraw.  Gen. 

Humphreys says: "Gen. Ledlie did not accompany, much less lead, his division.  He remained, 

according to the testimony before the Court of Inquiry that followed, in a bomb-proof about 50 yards 

inside our intrenchments, from which he could see nothing that was going on.  He could not have 

given the instructions he received to his brigade commanders.  Had the division advanced in column 

of attack, led by a resolute, intelligent commander, it would have gained the crest in fifteen minutes 

after the explosion, and before any serious opposition could have been made to it."
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          Willcox sent in part of a brigade on the left of the mine, halting the remainder of his command 

until Ledlie's men should advance.  He was criticized by the court of inquiry for not making efforts 

"commensurate with the occasion to carry out Gen. Burnside's order to advance to Cemetery Hill."  

Ferrero moved in the rear of Willcox and upon reaching the most advanced line of the Federal works 

was compelled to halt on account of other troops occupying the position assigned to him.  After some

delay he was ordered to advance and carry the crest beyond the crater and was moving forward for 

that purpose when he was directed to halt.  All seemed to be confusion, for in a little while the order 

to advance was renewed.  By this time the enemy had strengthened his position on the hill and when 

Ferrero tried to carry it he failed.  His colored troops established their valor, however, as in his report 

Ferrero says : "They were repulsed, but veterans could hardly have stood the fire to which they were 

exposed."  At 6:30 orders were again sent to the division commanders not to halt at the works, but to 

advance at once to the crest without waiting for mutual support.  Potter had moved his division 

forward by the flank soon after Ledlie began his advance.  Upon reaching the vicinity of the mine 

Griffin's brigade turned to the right, took possession of the intrenchments which the Confederates had

abandoned and began an attack upon Elliott's troops which were forced back after a long and severe 

contest.  The other brigade attacked on the right of Griffin but was repulsed.  The support of Ord and 

Warren did not come up to the expectations and at 9:15, after four hours of desultory fighting, 

Burnside received a peremptory order to withdraw his troops from the enemy's lines and cease 

offensive operations.  This order was sent into the crater with instructions to the brigade commanders 

to consult and determine as to the time and manner of retiring.  They sent back a request that a heavy 

fire of artillery and infantry should be opened to cover the withdrawal, but before the messenger 

reached Burnside the enemy made another attack and the men fell back in some disorder,.leaving the 

wounded to fall into the hands of the Confederates.  The Union loss on the 30th was 419 killed, 1,679

wounded and 1,910 missing. Marshall and Bartlett were both captured and 23 regimental 

commanders were reported either killed, wounded or missing.  On the Confederate side the loss in 

Elliott's brigade was 677, and as Weisinger's brigade lost about as heavily the total casualties among 

the enemy numbered probably not far from1,000, most of whom were killed or wounded, as but few 

prisoners were taken by the Federals.”

     Perhaps as is true with most battle tested soldiers they rarely talk about the real action they have 

seen. In any event, I’m glad for the perspective that Joseph Z. Culver a true veteran of the Civil War 

provides me over 140 years after this letter was written.

                               ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

PRESIDENT’S LETTER continued from page 2:

scans of their material.  If you have anything to contribute, please email a scan to me (my address is 

in the listing in the Historian).  Here I can’t do as much arm twisting, but I do know a number of PA

collectors with excellent material, so make it easy on all of us and offer to help.

     Finally, remember that the Society needs every member’s help and interest.  We can’t survive by 

depending upon a few officers and directors to provide all the momentum.  Write up your interesting

covers, exhibit at your local show, and help promote the Society in your local area.  It’s another way

to turn up more material in your area of collecting interest.

     Well, that’s enough preaching.  Turn the TV to the playoffs!  No Dancing with the Stars tonight 

Marilyn!  Now the question is: can I stay awake till the end of the game?

 

                                                                                           Ri��
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Oops! I wrote the wrong year on the darned check!
(Don’t worry; it’s been happening for more than 200 years.)

By Mark S. Schwartz (# 573)

     Prior to 1752 when Great Britain changed from the Julian Calendar to the Gregorian 

Calendar, the British had a pretty good excuse for writing, for example, Jan. 1734 a month 

after they wrote Dec. 1734.   That’s because until then, the New Year didn’t begin until 

April 1.    After that, of course, they needed a new excuse for a habit that continues on to 

this day – forgetting that the year has changed when we write letters (do we do that any 

more?) or checks.  

     The cover below (front, back and docketing shown) indicates that our current habit has 

old roots.  It was sent from Hayley & Hopkins in London, via Philadelphia and Salem to 

Samuel & William Vernon in Newport, Rhode Island.  
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     As you can see, the back of the cover bears late colonial hand stamps from “PHILA  

MAR: 21” in red, and “SALEM / APR:1” in black.  On the reverse, it is docketed January 

26, 1774.  While researching these and similar postal markings during the mid 1770’s, I 

began to wonder whether the docketing was in error.  Did the clerk at Hayley & Hopkins 

write 1774 out of habit and the clerk receiving the letter just copy it as the docketing?  Was 

this letter really written in 1775?  

     Based on a number of references, I believe that the docketing was an error of habit.  

Interestingly, there is a very similar letter pictured in ter Braake (Appendix II -96).   It was 

sent from the same company, over the same route, with the same markings, and docketed 

Jan. 26, 1774.  The only difference is the addressee.  

     The type of colonial hand stamp seen on this cover is well known.  It seems to have 

replaced the large straight line colonial hand stamps such as the violet, red or magenta 

43.5x7.5mm “BOSTON” seen from Feb. 1769 to Oct. 1774 (Blake & Davis, BPM 67), the 

two-line 53x16mm “PHILA / DELPHIA” seen from 1768 to Jan. 1775, and the black or 

red 47x8mm “W.
MS

BURG” reported used from Jan. 1770 to Nov. 1774 (ASCC, Vol. I). In 

the Siskin Sale of October 2005, there are several examples of this newer, smaller colonial 

hand stamp from Providence (May 1, 1775 – lot 125); Newbury, Mass (Jan. 31, 1775, lot 

144); New Haven (Feb. 7, 1775, lot 146); Norfolk (Feb. 25, 1775, lot 147); and 

Fredericksburg (Aug. 30, 1775, lot 153).  A similar smaller colonial hand stamp is known 

used in Boston from Feb. 20, 1775 until the British were forced out in June of that year.  

Note that none of these similar straight-line Colonial hand stamps is known earlier than Jan.

1775, and that this corresponds nicely to the end of the use of the large hand stamp in late 

1774 to early 1775. 

     Beyond that, we can look more carefully at the specific markings on the pictured letter 

itself.  There are two similar hand stamps for Salem reported in the ASCC.  The first is 

described as 17x4mm and used on Jan. 7, 1774; the second, 19x5.5mm, used from Apr; 1, 

1774 to Feb. 18, 1775.  The EKU of Apr. 1, 1774 for the latter appears to be based on the 

cover shown in this article (and its twin in ter Braake).  The letter containing the Jan. 7 hand

stamp is also pictured in ter Braake (Appendix II-55), but is noted to be datelined (or 

docketed) Sept. 1774, and has dimensions of 19x5.5mm.  This indicates that the date of Jan.

7, 1774 is incorrect and should be 1775, that the dimensions of this hand stamp reported in 

the ASCC are likely incorrect (being 19x5.5mm rather than 17x4mm), and therefore that 

these two Salem straight line hand stamps are actually one and the same.  While this 

supports the idea that our original letter was written in 1775, the final piece of the puzzle 

seems to come from the red “PHILA  MAR: 21” Philadelphia hand stamp.  The ASCC 

reports that hand stamp (with the colon after the month) as having been used from Feb. 11, 

1775 to July 13, 1775. 

Based on the above evidence, it seems very likely that, despite the sister letter in ter Braake 

and the dates for the Salem hand stamp in the ASCC, this letter was actually sent from 

London on January 26, 1775, traveling via Philadelphia and Salem to Newport, R.I.  The 

clerk at Hayley & Hopkins was so used to writing 1774 on his correspondence, that he 
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forgot to change that habit even after the year had rung anew, and the clerk docketing the 

letter in Newport just copied the incorrect date.  How many of us will do the same when 

2009 comes around?
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                                 Gundaker, Pa., Allegheny County

                                             First Reported Cover

                                                    By Robert McKain (# 345)

     I believe the cover shown below is the only reported example from Gundaker, Pa.  It is 

dated Nov. 7, 1881.  The town is located just north of Pittsburgh, today referred to as the 

North Hills suburbs of Pittsburgh.

       

                                                               (Continued on page 23)
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             Picture Post Cards of Philadelphia Landmarks Mailed at the 

                                                    2¢ Letter Rate

                                                         By Charles A. Fricke

     The very unusual picture post cards which have heavily embossed views of the Girard 

Avenue Bridge (Figure 1), and the Broad St. Railroad Station (Figure 2), have the views 

enhanced by purple overprinting.

                          
                                                                      Figure 1

                                
                                                                                Figure 2

     The compound arrangement enhances their appearance together with the fine details 

incorporated within the embossing; especially with the Girard Ave. Bridge where the details

serve to extend the visual view of the bridge by showing the buildings and river in the 

background.

     The Broad St. Station postcard includes two street cars on the Market St. side of the 

railroad station.  In addition, the very fine details of the actual structure from the front to the

back make it look 3-dimentional.  Unfortunately the railroad station was demolished in 

1953.
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     This type of embossed picture post card is of a special category and quite collectable 

because of the embossing and overprinting techniques.

     I found it unusual that both cards were mailed at the 2¢ letter rate rather than the normal 

1¢ post card rate.  The Girard Ave. Bridge card was posted at West Philadelphia on Oct. 19,

1909 (Figure 3), while the Broad Street Station card was posted at West Philadelphia on 

Sept. 3, 1907 (Figure 4).  On each card the postage was paid with a 2¢ 1903 issue (Scott # 

319). The message on the latter card suggests that the sender may have been waiting at the 

railroad station for his Grandpa who was not there at 9:30, but showed up at 10:30.

                          
                                                                 Figure 3

                         
                                                                    Figure 4

     Now the question remains as to why the two post cards mailed by two different people, 

two years apart, were mailed at the 2¢ rate rather than the normal 1¢ rate?  A careful 

measurement provided the answer.  Both post cards measured 3½ x 5½ inches.  In the 

regulations, the maximum size allowed for the 1¢ post card rate was 3¼ x 5½ inches.  Thus 

both cards were oversize by ¼ inch!    
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     A notation on the left side of the cards indicates that they were both published by the 

Douglass Post.  They were obviously from two different printings.  The Girard Ave. Bridge 

card has an undivided front indicating it was published prior to 1907.  The purple printing is

much darker and the embossing and detailing technique differ from that of the other card.

     The divided front with space for a message on the Broad St. Station card indicates it was 

published after March 1, 1907 when regulations permitted a message on the front.  The 

printed notation on the left side reads “Douglass Post-Card Co. 27 N. 10th St. Philadelphia, 

Pa. Berlin Germany”.  

     All in all a rather interesting pair of embossed cards with purple overprinting showing 

landmark views of Philadelphia, and both requiring 2¢ letter rate postage because they were 

oversize by a mere ¼ inch. 

                          •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Gundaker, Pa. --- continued from page 20:

     It is not surprising that covers from Gundaker are not prevalent because the P. O. was 

only in existence under that name from Feb. 24, 1880 to Nov. 20, 1882.  Apparently Charles

Gibson, the postmaster, decided to immortalize his family name by having the P. O. name 

changed to Gibsonia on Nov. 20 1882.  He then became the first postmaster of the Gibsonia 

P. O., which remains active to this day (Zip 15044).

     Does anyone else in our Society have a Gundaker cover?

     (Editor’s Note:  In 1981-1982 when I worked for PPG in Pittsburgh, we lived in 

Gibsonia.  The commute by car to the lab in Pittsburgh was approximately 20 minutes.) 

                                        

                                       ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Editor’s Comments continued from page 3:

the Philadelphia area is in a “Phillies Phrenzy” and the commemorative covers will soon be 

appearing on E-bay.  Hopefully they will win as they did in 1980, the last and only time 

they won the World Series.  As I recall, those were also hard economic times, a disturbing 

analogy.

     I hope you enjoy this issue and derive inspiration to share the excitement and knowledge 

of your area of interest with the membership by sending in an article.

                                                                                  N���

                                 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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                              Providence to New London X Roads, Pa.

                                 November 20, 1829 – C8 Notation?

                                                   By  William Schultz (# 202)

     I recently acquired the subject SFL at the Hartford, CT A.P.S. Stampshow.   When I had 

a few minutes to shop after completing the necessary and lengthy judging functions required

to evaluate approximately 15,000 pages of exhibits, a dealer, a very fine postal history 

purveyor, offered this 1829 cover for my purchase (Figure 1).  He suggested the “C8” 

manuscript notation on the upper left face might be associated with Canal Boat mail 

transportation which of course made me seriously ponder the purchase.

               

                                                                    Figure 1
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     I purchased the cover and showed it to PPHS member and fellow judge Mr. Tom Mazza 

at the Show and he felt fairly certain the C8 notation probably was intended to communicate

“Charge 8”.  The “C” is clearly the third letter in the English alphabet especially when 

compared to the other “C”’ on the face of the cover.  The “8” could be viewed as the 

numeral “8” but also could be, though doubtful, something other.  I feel the notation is most

likely an “8” and I asked about six other judges or exhibitors for their opinion on the “8” 

and all answered in the affirmative.

     The letter (Figure 2) was signed by Robert Kelton and was addressed to a Jno (John) W. 

Cunningham, the first Postmaster of the New London Cross (X) Roads Post Office which 

opened in 1802.  The 6-cent rate (manuscript) was appropriate for the time period (not over 

30 miles for a single letter) and the distance from Providence (later Nether Providence, then 

Media), Delaware County, Pa. to New London X Roads, Chester County (the 4th P. O. in 

Chester County).  Interestingly, the current on-line edition of Mapquest shows the distance 

to be 29.6 mi.

               
                                                                     Figure 2

     “Charge 8” (C8) notation: Did it mean 6-cents for the 30 miles rate plus incorrectly 2-

cents for Way Mail for the carrier to take the letter to the Providence P.O. (from 

Philadelphia)?  I would appreciate your thoughts and comments on this SFL.

                                       •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Lemont, Centre County, Pennsylvania—One of My Favorite Covers

By Anita T. Sprankle (# 385)

     A cover can be attractive or desirable for many reasons and the one illustrated below is 
no exception.  At first glance, it appears to be an ordinary 1887 postal entire with printed 
return address.  Closer examination reveals additional details that make it of greater 
personal interest to me.

     When I saw this cover in an auction, my attention was caught by the combination of 
Lemont and Dale.  I grew up in Lemont, Centre County, lived there for my first twenty-one 
years, and, return occasionally to see how it has changed from the old days.  Because my 
ancestors lived in Lemont for several generations, I am also related to, or connected to, 
many of the families, including the Dales.

      

                 .      1887 Postal entire with double-line double-circle townmark and star cancel  

     Jared Y. Dale was a prominent Lemont physician who, on September 29, 1870, married 
Matilda Allport of Philipsburg, Centre County.  Early in her life, Matilda’s family lived in 
Morris Township, Clearfield County, where her father was a farmer.  He died sometime 
between 1850 and 1860, making Matilda’s mother the head of household in the 1860 
census.  In that census, Mrs. Allport’s real estate was valued at $5,000 and her personal 
estate valued at $5,000.  Matilda and her three siblings, still living at home, each had real 
estate valued at $5,000.  One of the siblings, her brother James, also had personal estate 
valued at $13,000.  Other heads of household, living in the same area, had real estate 
typically valued between $500 to $1000 and personal estate typically valued at less than 
$200, while the other family members in the household had no real or personal estates.  The 
conclusion that one draws, given where the Allports lived in Clearfield County, is that coal 
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had been discovered on their farm and they had become persons of substance.  

     This conclusion is reinforced when one examines the 1870 census for Rush Township, 
Centre County.  Matilda and her mother were living with her sister Kate who was married to
a coal dealer.  Matilda’s real estate was valued at $20,000 and her personal estate at 
$21,000.  Her mother’s real estate was valued at $10,000 and her personal estate at $7,000.  
Matilda’s brother Hobart, aged twenty-two, had real estate valued at $10,000 and personal 
estate at $15,000.  Hobart’s occupation was listed as “gentleman” which was the census 
term for unemployed.  By 1880, Hobart had become a physician and lived in Philipsburg, 
Centre County.  As in the 1860 census, 1870 heads of household, living in the same 
geographic area as the Allports, had real estate typically valued between $700 and $1,500 
and personal estate typically valued between $100 and $300, with other household members
having no real or personal estates.  By comparison, the Allport family had significantly 
more wealth.  Seven weeks after the 1870 census enumeration, the well-to-do Matilda 
Allport became Mrs. Jared Y. Dale of Lemont, Centre County, PA.

Reading between the lines of this cover, the writer appears to have been Matilda 
Allport Dale.  The recipient was her brother, Dr. Hobart Allport.  The attractive double line 
double circle Lemont townmark with star cancel, and Matilda Allport Dale’s connection to 
my family, provide an interesting connection to my past and make this one of my favorite 
covers. 

               ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

                  SEARCHING FOR POTTER COUNTY, PA COVERS
                                          

                                        19th Century / Early 20th Century (to WW I)

                                                                DPO’s still hiding

        Allegheny   Ayers Hill    Bowie    Chesterville   Corwin   Cushingsville   Davidge

          Dolbee’s   Durward   East Homer   Elmwood   Eulalia,   Fees   Genesee Fort   Haskin

        Hatchville   Herring   Ladonia   Loucks Mills   Lyansville   Milton Valley   Nelsonport

      Norah   North Wharton   Oleona   Orebed   Packer   Palmatier   Pinedam   Rose’s   Sanders

              Savoy   Short Run   Stockholm   Turner Creek   Ulysses Centre   West Bingham 

                                           West Branch   Wilber   Yocum Hill   Yvonne 

                         Fred Howland, 23 Douglas Drive, Newport News, VA 23601 

                           (757)-596-0362                           inspirebluel2@yahoo.com 
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       Back Issues of the Historian

   Members-$2 each    Non-members-$4 each
     (Only order occasional issues; long runs
                      will not be supplied) 

      Current Historian Index - $7.90 ppd

                      (updated to # 155)
 

                                  Write to:                       
                         Tom Clarke

                         Box 290-145

                      Davie, FL 33329

         

              WANTED

         Philadelphia Maritime and
       Exchange Office Markings on
  Stampless Covers from 1792 forward

                 Van Koppersmith

                   P. O. Box 81119

                 Mobile, AL 36689

                    251-343-2413                    

                 cleave3@aol.com

                   

                                       Ron Yeager, P. O. Box 774, Bradford, PA 16701-0774

                                                          E-mail: cry@atlanticbb.net  

           



    
   

   

                                                 
                                                                                                   

                                      

   

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                 

                   Advertising Rates
                           

                          

                           Per Year:  Full Page $50, Half Page $35, Quarter Page $27, Business Card $17

                              Per Issue:  Full Page $15, Half Page $10, Quarter Page $7, Business Card, $5  
 
                                                 

                                                     ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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                  Urgently Needed
 

   Philadelphia Advertising Covers – building

     illustrations, Cameos, any other illustrated

                      

                Also postal history of the

                         1876 Centennial

  

             All Correspondence Answered

                            Gus Spector

                     824 Main St. Suite 203

                    Phoenixville, PA 19460

 William A. Thoman

                     CORTLAND COVERS  
           Dealing Exclusively in U. S. Stampless Covers

P.O. Box 371
Homer, NY 13077

E-Mail : ccovers@twcny.rr.com

Website : www.cortlandcovers.com                           

                      WANTED

            Stampless Covers

  Pre-1850 Chester County, Pa.

                 Bill Schultz

         1305 Murdock Drive

      West Chester, PA 19380      
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COVERCRAZY2
 

                                     Postal History
            THOUSANDS OF COVERS IN OUR E-BAY STORE

         THE LARGEST POSTAL HISTORY STORE ON E-BAY

www.stores.ebay.com/covercrazy2

 

         Please contact with your want list & let us know 

              if you would like us to notify you when new 

                                    inventory arrives 

 

 

A Large stock of Postal History by State, Advertising, Fancy

Cancels, Machine Cancels, RPO's, Foreign Covers, and

much more!

 

We look forward to hearing from you

 

 

Anne & Elwyn (Doub) Doubleday

PO Box 119

Alton, NH 03809

annesell@worldpath.net

Elwyn@elwyndoubleday.com

 

603-875-1808 
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